Joint Boards Articulation Commission  
DRAFT- Agenda  
June 8, 2010  
1:00-3:00 p.m.  

Call in number: (877)322-9648: 986035

1. Welcome & Introductions

2. Pass/No Pass for courses in Associate of Arts Oregon Transfer. Review potential guidance to be added to “notes and clarification” section of AAOT guidelines- Report back from OUS Admissions Representatives and Registrars

3. Math and/or other course substitution in AAOT (in instances for documented reasons). Report back from OUS Registrars and Provosts discussions.

4. Oregon Transfer Module. Alignment with AAOT- Look at proposed draft language

5. Associate of Science Oregon Transfer (ASOT)- Business. Report on discussion at Oregon Business Chairs and Deans meeting and discuss next steps (timeline)

6. JBAC role in statewide initiatives. Report back on discussion with Connie Green and UEE perspective.

7. Membership discussion- End of terms and potential new members.

8. New Business

9. Adjourn